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Implementing a Matrix-Inversion Algorithm in a  
Limited-Precision Adaptive Antenna Array Processor  

Robert W. Jenkins 

Abstract  

The effect of computation accuracy on the performance of 
a small adaptive antenna system using a digitally-implemented 
matrix inversion algorithm is examined. A single-board array 
processor with 16-bit mantissa floating-point accuracy is com-
pared with a VAX-11/750 computer having 24-bit accuracy in the 
single-precision mode, and 56-bit accuracy in the double-pre-
cision mode. The effects of limited precision on array perfor-
mance are worse when the signal covariance matrix to be in-
verted is ill-conditioned (i.e., nearly singular), as is the 
case with an n-element array in the presence of less than n un-
related signals and a low system noise level. Using a simu-
lated signal environment consisting of a wanted communications 
signal, a single jamming signal, and a variable system noise 
level, the performance of the array is evaluated. A need for 
about -20 dB of artificially-injected system noise (relative to 
the total signal) is demonstrated in the case of the single-
board array processor, in order that the covariance matrix be 
sufficiently well-conditioned for adequate array performance. 
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Implementing a Matrix-Inversion Algorithm in a  
Limited-Precision Adaptive Antenna Array Processor  

Robert W. Jenkins 

1.0 	INTRODUCTION 

In adaptive antenna arrays designed to cancel unwanted 
interference while receiving communications, the signals from 
the array elements are weighted . in both amplitude and phase and 
combined, so as to minimize the array response to the interfer-
ing signals and maintain the response to the communications at 
the desired level. One approach is to choose the weights so as 
to minimize the power in the error signal, which can be defined 
as the mismatch between the array output and a reference signal 
representing the desired communications. The least mean square 
error solution for the weights is given by the Wiener-Hopf 
equation: 

_1 4- w = (Cxx) 	rx 

where w

▪ 

 is the (complex) vector of the weights, C xx  is the 

covariance matrix of the input signals X, 

C xx  = <XXH > 

and crx  is the correlation vector between the reference sig-
nal r and the input signals vector X, 

rx

▪ 

	= <rx*> 

where <> denotes a statistical average, 	denotes a vector 
quantity, *, the complex conjugate, and H the conjugate 
transpose. 

Figure 1 provides a block diagram of the architecture of 
an adaptive array system. The signals from the individual an-
tennas in the array are multiplied by weights and combined to 
produce the output signal. The weights are chosen using infor-
mation from the input signals themselves, and a reference sig-
nal representing the communications signal that the system 
wants to see, and possibly the output signal. 	In many sys- 
tems, the reference signal is derived from the output. 	The 
present paper, however, is restricted to the problem of finding 
the weights from the input signals and reference via the 
Wiener-Hopf equation, and it is assumed that an adequate refer-
ence is available. 
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Figure 1.  Adaptive antenna system architecture 

The Wiener-Hopf equation may be solved in an iterative 
manner, using the method of steepest descent, or LMS algorithm 
(Widrow et al, 1967) and many of the arrays built to date have 
used this technique. The equation can be implemented with ana-
logue components, as a closed loop system which does not re-
quire precise knowledge or control of the values of the ana-
logue weights. In its digital form, it involves only a small 
amount of computation and so can be handled by a relatively 
simple signal processing system. The drawbacks are that it 
does not make optimum use of the available signal information, 
and it involves a finite adaptation time which can be very long 
in the presence of several interfering signals of unequal 
strength. 

A more direct approach is to replace the statistical 
averages in the Wiener-Hopf equation with time averages and 
solve the resulting equation directly. Such an approach, 
making use of an output-derived reference signal, has been suc-
cessfully modelled in non-real time (Jenkins, 1983). A similar 
approach, the sample matrix inversion (SMI) algôrithm, which 
does not involve a reference signal, but makes use of either a 
known signal direction or the power-inversion properties of 
adaptive arrays, has been analyzed (Reed et al., 1974) and im-
plemented (Horowitz, 1979). The use of a matrix inversion pro-
cedure makes more optimal use of the available signal infor-
mation, and permits a much faster adaptation which is not de-
graded in the presence of several unequal interfering sources. 
However, it requires precise control of the weights, being an 
open-loop solution, and represents a much greater computational 
load than the LMS algorithm. Recent advances in digital elec-
tronics and the accompanying greater processing power available 
have made this approach technically feasible, at least for ar-
rays of a few elements. 
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One area of concern in implementing a matrix inversion 
solution for the weights is the precision with which the covar-
iance matrix can be inverted. When the signal environment con-
sists of only several signals incident on the array, less than 
the number of antennas, and no noise, the resultant covariance 
matrix is singular and its inverse does not exist. This never 
actually occurs in practice, because the uncorrelated system 
noise at each of the antennas, plus the digital "sampling" 
noise, add terms to each of the diagonal elements of the covar-
iance matrix, making it nonsingular. However, when these noise 
components are small relative to the several large signals, the 
covariance matrix remains "close-to-singular", or ill-condi-
tioned. The matrix inversion calculation for such a matrix in-
volves finding small differences between very large numbers, 
and so, for cases where the background noise level is low, the 
matrix inversion process will be affected adversely by a limi-
ted computational precision. 

A method, of permitting the matrix inversion technique to 
be implemented when the computational precision is limited, is 
to add diagonal terms to the covariance matrix. These diagonal 
terms represent, in effect, an artificial noise component or 
"noise injection", which improves the conditioning of the cov-
ariance matrix, thereby permitting its accurate inversion with-
out requiring an increase in the precision of computation. The 
artificial noise, by virtue of the way it is introduced, does 
not correlate with any of the input signals and so the weights 
found will still cancel the undesired interference. 

The present paper looks at an implementation of the mat-
rix inversion algorithm (Jenkins, 1983), using a commercially-
available Multibus-controlled single-board array processor of 
limited digital accuracy. Its performance in a simulated four-
element adaptive antenna array is determined, and compared with 
that of a VAX-11/750 computer with both single-precision and 
double-precision modes of calculation. The need for noise 
injection in the case of the single-board array processor is 
demonstrated, and conclusions are drawn regarding the perfor-
mances achievable and appropriate levels of injected noise. 

2. 	DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM  

A Marinco APB3024M single-board array processor was used 
for the processor, and a floating-point routine was used to im-
plement the matrix inversion procedure. The floating-point ac-
curacy of the APB3024M is 16 bits (in the mantissa), but accu-
mulated products have an accuracy of 32 bits so long as they 
remain in the processor register. The LU decomposition tech-
nique (Williams, 1972), which takes advantage of the greater 
precision in the product accumulation process, was used for 
matrix inversion in the APB3024M processor. 
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The VAX-11/750 computer, has a floating-point accuracy of 
24 mantissa bits in its single-precision mode, and 56 mantissa 
bits in its double-precision mode of calculation. The matrix 
inversion routines used with this computer were part of an al-
ready-existing subroutine package, and used the standard Gauss-
Jordon method of matrix inversion. 

3. 	SIGNAL SIMULATION AND TEST PROCEDURE 

A simple procedure was devised for simulating the signals 
in an antenna array. 	The input signal environment was assumed 
to consist of a desired signal s, (denoted as a complex vector, 
with its components representing its instantaneous values at 
each of the arrax elements), a single input jamming signal t, 
and white noise n uncorrelated between array elements. It was 
assumed that the desired signal and jamming signal were uncor-
related, and that the noise was also uncorrelated with either 
signal. 

The Wiener-Hopf equation for the weights is 

; = (Cxx) crx 

where C xx  is found from 

4.÷H 
Cxx = xx 

where -- refers to a time average. Since X = -à+t+ri, we can 
write 

+II +IT 4-H C xx  = (s+t+n)(s +t +n 

. 	4.  170 4.  re 4. 	te Wi le 4.  tAH -AtH 

The last six terms are zero, since the wanted, jamming, and 
noise signals do not correlate. The k,jth element, of the mat-
rix C xx  thus has the form 

C xx (k,j) = s(k)s*(j) + t(k)t*(j) + n(k)n*(j) 

For identical antenna elements and narrowband plane wave 
signals, the time averages for the wanted signal contribution 
can be reduced to the form 

S(k)s*(j) = 52eies(k,j) 

(1) 
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where S is the common wanted signal amplitude at the elements, 
and e s (k,j) is the phase difference between the kth and jth 
elements. Likewise, for the jamming contribution, 

t(k)t*(j) = T2 ei° t (k, j )  

The noise contribution becomes 

n(k)n*(j) = N 2 S(k,j) 

where e(k,j) = (1 for k=j, 0 otherwise). Thus we have 

cxx(k,i) 	5 2 e ies(k,j) 	T2 e iet(k,3) 	N2(k,i) 	(2) 

The reference signal is assumed to be of unit amplitude 
and to have the same phase +dependence as the desired signal. 
Then the correlation vector crx  is given by 

crx = rx* = 

where ' denotes that the time dependence has been removed. 

The test procedure was to start nth e ' pair of time-
independent wanted and jamming signals s',  t', and a noise 
level N, then to calculate the covariance matrix according to 
equation (2), and to find the weights by means of equations (3) 
and (1). 	The weights were then applied to the input signal 
vectors 	t' and the uncorrelated noise N, to determine the 
output signal levels. 

Note in equation (2) that the uncorrelated noise contri-
butes only to the diagonal elements of C xx . 	It can also be 
eown that the matrix C xx (N=0) formed from the two signals 
s' and t' without any uncorrelated noise is singular. From 
equation (2), we can write Cxx  in the form 

Cxx = Cxx(N'°) + N2I 	 (4) 

where I is the identity matrix. 	The sum of C xx  and N 2 I can 
be shown to be nonsingular and so the effect of the uncor-
related noise is to make the covariance matrix nonsingular. 
The larger the value of N2 , the better the conditioning of 
Cxx, and the less susceptible will computations of its in-
verse be to round-off errors in the matrix itself or in the 
calculation. Noise injection, as previously mentioned, con-
sists of improving the conditioning of C xx  by adding a con-
stant term to the diagonal elements, i.e., 

( 3 ) 



C' 	'-r'  = C xx  + aI, 

A comparison of equations (4) and (5) reveals the similarity 
between noise injection and uncorrelated input noise. 

Equation (5) was used in the tests, to provide noise in-
jection where it was required. 

4.0 TEST DETAILS 

The array in these tests was assumed to consist of four 
linearly-placed identical aetennas, spaced one-half wavelength 
apart. The desired signal s was assumed to be incident on the 
array at +10 0  relative to the normal. The jamming signal t was 
given various amplitudes relative to the desired signal and was 
incident at +30 °  unless otherwise stated. The uncorrelated 
noise was varied in steps of 10 dB, downwards from 0 dB 
relative to the desired signal. Initial tests, in which the 
performances of the APB3024M and VAX-11/750 (in both single-
and double-precision modes) were assessed in the adaptive array 
system, used no noise injection. Later tests, in which the 
effectiveness of noise injection in overcoming the effects of 
limited digital accuracy was assessed, used the APB3024M only. 
For these tests, injected noise levels of -10, -20, and -30 dB 
relative to the total input signal power (wanted signal plus 
jamming signal plus noise) were used. 

5.0 RESULTS  

5.1 	Results without noise injection  

The exact solution to the Wiener-Hopf equation is a set of 
weights which minimize the error power. The error power PE 
is given in terms of the output jamming signal J(out), the 
output desired communications signal S(out), and the output 
noise power Pn (out), by 

PE 	= 	J(out) 12 + P(out) + 1S(out) - rl 2  

where r is the reference signal. Rewriting this in terms of 
the weights and input signals, we have 

4-R* 	 +14 
P 	= l w  te r 	1 w 1 2 N 	l w s' 	r' l 2  

The minimum-error solution for the weights thus minimizes the 
sum of the three terms on the right-hand side of equation (6), 
which reflect the error contributions from the jamming, system 
noise, and comms signal/reference mismatch, respectively. 

6 
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The first term of equation (6) implies that the minimum-
error weights correspond to a null in the jammer direction. 
The second term implies that the amplitude of the minimum-error 
weights vector be zero, in the absence of any other 
requirement, and as small as possible otherwise. Since the 
weights vector amplitude does not affect the direction or 
existence of nulls in the array pattern, the first and second 
terms do not present conflicting requirements. The third term 
implies that the array match the output desired signal to the 
reference as closely as possible, which restricts the weights 
vector amplitude to a fixed, non-zero value. Thus the second 
and third terms conflict in that they cannot be simultaneously 
minimized. 

The relative importance of the second and third terms in 
equation (6) depends on the relative magnitudes of the noise N 
and the desired signal S. If N is the smaller, the emphasis is 
to match the desired signal to the reference before reducing 
the weights vector amplitude (as the second term is already 
small). If however the noise N is larger than S, then the 
weights vector is reduced so that the output noise contribution 
to error power is the same approximately as the signal/ 
reference mismatch contribution. When the noise is much 
larger, this implies that the output noise power is maintained 
equal to the reference power. Thus, when the input noise power 
is significant, the exact-solution weights represent a compro-
mise between reducing the output noise-plus-jamming power to a 
minimum and matching the output desired signal as closely as 
possible to the reference signal. 

In Figure 2, the array performance in terms of output 
signal to noise-plus-interference ratio SNIR(out) is plotted 
against the input signal to noise ratio SNR(in) for various 
input jamming levels. In this figure, the exact solution is 
represented by a straight line, with SNIR(out) being 
proportional to SNR(in). This solution corresponds to the jam-
mer being nulled almost completely and the array directivity 
made optimum in terms of permitting maximum gain in the direc-
tion of the desired signal (up to the level of the reference 
signal) while maintaining the least possible mean gain over all 
directions (thereby minimizing the output noise). 

The results are shown in Figure 2 for the three means of 
calculation (APB3024M, VAX-11/750 single precision, and VAX-
11/750 double precision). At relatively high noise levels, 
i.e., SNR(in) = OdB, the results for the three processors lie 
on the exact (straight-lin) curve. However, as the input 
noise level is reduced, and the covariance matrix becomes less 
well-conditioned (closer to being singular), the actual weights 
solution is perturbed from the exact solution, and the perfor-
mance in terms of SNIR(out) drops below the exact-solution re-
sult. The point of departure depends on the jammer strength, 
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Figure 2:  Output signal-to-noise-plus-jamming ratio 
SNIR(out) as a function of the input signal to noise ratio 
SNR(in), for various input jamming powers expressed in dB 
relative to the desired signal, for the simulated adaptive 
array with each of the three matrix inversion processors: 
APB3024M, VAX-11/750 single precision, and VAX-11/750 
double precision. No injected noise. 

but more importantly, on the precision of the calculations. 
For 20 dB jamming (relative to the desired signal at the in-
put), the results depart from the exact curve above SNR(in) = 
70 dB for the (most precise) VAX-11/750 double-precision pro-
cessor, above SNR(in) = 25 dB for the VAX-11/750 single-pre-
cision processor, and above SNR(in) = 10 dB for the (least pre-
cise) APB3024M processor. 

A detailed look at the results shows that, for the VAX-
11/750 single- and double-precision matrix inversion proces-
sors, the first effect of the limited computational accuracy as 
the input noise level is dropped, is a dramatic increase in the 
weight vector amplitude, which causes the output noise level to 
increase sharply. The desired signal at that point continues 
to be matched to the reference and the jamming to be reduced 

50 
0 
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well below the desired signal at the output for both proces-
sors. Thus the deterioration in performance can be described 
mainly as a loss in array directivity. 

For the less-accurate APB3024M single-board array proces-
sor (which as previously noted used a different matrix inver-
sion algorithm), the departure from the exact solution occurred 
at quite low input signal-to-noise ratios. In fact, with a 30 
dB jamming signal, the matrix inversion process was not ade-
quately accurate unless the input signal-to-noise ratio re-
mained at 0 dB or lower, which does not usually occur and in 
fact is not acceptable for most applications. For this proces-
sor, unlike the VAX-11/750 processors, the deterioration mani-
fested itself more in terms of a lack of jammer nulling than a 
reduction in array directivity towards the desired signal, 
although the latter effect was observed to a lesser degree. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the separate effects of the minimum-
error requirement and limited processor-accuracy on the radia-
tion patterns for the array. The array patterns found for var-
ious levels, using the limited-precision APB3024M processor, 
are given in these figures. The gains in the directions of the 
desired and jamming signals are also indicated. 

In Figure 3, the jamming level is 10 dB above the desired 
signal. From Figure 2 it can be concluded that for this jam-
ming situation, the input noise level has to be higher than -20 
dB for the matrix inversion to be sufficiently accurate to pro-
duce the theoretically expected result. Both the curves for 0 
dB and -10 dB noise levels in Figure 3 have strong nulls in the 
jammer direction. Further, they tend to have their maximum 
gain in the desired signal direction, as would be suggested by 
the requirement to minimize the output noise level while main-
taining the output desired signal close to the reference sig-
nal. For the -10 dB noise case, where the input noise is below 
the signal level, the weights can remain large enough to main-
tain a near-zero dB gain in the direction of the desired signal 
(needed to match it to the reference at the output). When the 
noise is increased to 0 dB, the noise contribution to output 
power begins to constrain the weights vector amplitude to val-
ues sufficiently low that the gain in the desired-signal direc-
tion is reduced below 0 db (-2 dB). 

As the noise levels are reduced to -20 dB and lower for 
the conditions of Figure 3, the covariance matrix becomes suf-
ficiently ill-conditioned for the effects of the limited pre-
cision to be felt. For an input noise level of -20 dB, the ar-
ray pattern null toward the jammer is not only reduced in 
depth, but offset in direction. The general shape of the array 
pattern and average gain remain close to that for -10 dB 
noise. For a noise level of -30 dB, the null in the jammer 
direction has effectively dissappeared, and the array gain has 
increased dramatically. 
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The array patterns in Figure 4, calculated for an input 
jamming level of 30 dB, show similar effects. Noise levels of 
+10 and 0 dB are sufficiently high for the covariance matrix 
conditioning to permit adequate matrix inversion. The 0 dB 
noise level requires only a slightly reduced gain in the direc-
tion of the desired signal. For smaller noise levels (-10 and 
-20 dB), the effects of limited precision are strongly evi-
dent. Drastic changes are seen in the array pattern: the null 
in the jammer direction is gone, and the average gain begins to 
increase. 

4.2 	Results with noise injection  

The poor results shown in Figure 2, 3 and 4 for the 
limited-accuracy APB3024M indicate that some modification of 
the matrix inversion process is necessary for this implementa-
tion to be successful. It was noted that, when the noise level 
was sufficiently high, the covariance matrix was well-condi-
tioned enough to permit adequate jammer nulling, but that such 
high noise levels cannot be expected to always occur naturally, 
nor are they acceptable for most applications. The technique 
of noise injection, however, adds an artificially high noise 
component to the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, 
thereby improving its conditioning, without adding any noise to 
the original input signal upon which the derived weights act to 
produce an output. 

The noise injection technique was tested using the 
APB3024M processor. The artificial noise level to be added to 
the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix was chosen rela-
tive to the total input power (i.e. the diagonal elements) so 
that the change in conditioning of the covariance matrix re-
mained independent of the signal level. 

Figure 5 shows the results found. The output ratio 
SNIR(out) is shown as a function of the input jamming to signal 
ratio, for various amounts of injected noise. 

Separate graphs are shown for different input-signal-to-
(real) noise ratios SNR(in). The most straightforward case to 
interpret is that of the lowest input noise level (SNR(in) = 40 
dB). With no injected noise, the results for this case were 
seen in Figure 2 to be very poor (SNIR(out) less than 0 dB). 
However, as the injected noise is added, and increased from -30 
to -20 dB, the performance improves as can be seen in Figure 
5. When the injected noise is increased further, beyond the 
input level of the desired signal, the performance is reduced. 
For example, a reduction in performance occurs for an input 
jamming level of 10 dB or greater when the injected noise is 
increased to -10 dB relative to the total signal, near the 
desired signal level. An examination of the output signal 
levels reveals that increasing the injected noise beyond this 
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point causes a proportionate decrease in the output wanted 
signal without necessarily reducing the output jamming signal. 

Increasing the real noise from the low level (-40 dB) of 
the upper graph in Figure 5 does little beyond limiting the 
maximum output ratio (SNIR(out) achievable. The values of 
SNIR(out) that are below the noise-defined limit are almost un-
affected, as can be seen by comparing the graphs for SNR(in) = 
20 and 30 dB with those for 40 dB. 

An examination of the corresponding array patterns pro-
vides additional insight into the effects of artificial noise 
injection. Figure 6 shows the array patterns found for injec-
ted noise levels of -30, -20, and -10 dB relative to the total 
input signal, when the total input signal consists of a commun-
ications signal (at 0 dB) and a 20 dB jamming signal. 

All three array patterns in Figure 6 are somewhat similar 
in shape and have a null in the jammer direction. 	However 
there are significant differences. 	The array pattern for the 
-30 dB injected noise level is relatively limited in its null 
depth, suggesting that the covariance matrix is not quite well-
conditioned enough to overcome the effects of limited-precision 
processing. The gain in the communications signal direction is 
close to 0 dB, since the injected noise level is not high 
enough to force a mismatch between the output communications 
signal and reference. When the injected noise is increased to 
-20dB relative to the total signal (0 dB relative to the com-
munications signal), the matrix conditioning improves and a 
deep null results in the direction of the jammer. The gain in 
the communications signal direction is reduced to -2 dB, since 
now the injected noise is strong enough to start to restrict 
the weights vector to values that are too small to permit com-
plete communications signal/reference matching. When the in-
jected noise is increased still further, to -10 dB, there is no 
further improvement in null depth, but the gain in the communi-
cations signal direction is reduced correspondingly, to -12 dB. 

From the results of Figure 5 and 6, an injected noise 
level of -20 dB (relative to the total signal) appears to be 
the most appropriate over a range of input jamming signals 0 to 
-30 dB (relative to the desired signal). The array performance 
achieved with such noise injection appears to be quite satis-
factory. 

The results discussed so far have dealt with one fixed 
signal geometry and have used the full 16-bit digital range 
available in the APB3024M for specifying the covariance mat-
rix. In Figure 7, the effect of noise injection is shown for 
three different situations as follows: 
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1. A 20 dB jamming signal incident at 30° (as previously), 
but with the digital conversion such that the initial 
covariance matrix used only one-quarter of the available 
digital range, i.e., 14 of the 16 bits available. 	(Note 
that the actual inversion computation still proceeded 
with the same 16-bit mantissa accuracy). 

2. A 20 dB jamming signal incident at 30°, the covariance 
matrix using the full digital range available (as pre-
viously). 

3. A 20 dB jamming signal incident at -60 ° , with the initial 
covariance matrix using the full digital range available. 

The output ratio SNIR(out) is shown as a function of the injec-
ted noise level, for the three situations. 

The results of Figure 7 support the previous findings, 
that a -20 dB injected noise level is most appropriate for the 
presently-considered processor. The -30 dB noise injection, 
although an improvement over no noise injection, was normally 
not sufficient for good performance, although the results for 
the three cases differed widely (see comment following this 
paragraph*). 	The values of SNIR(out) at the higher (-10 dB) 
injected-noise level were down by about 10 dB from those seen 
for the -20 dB noise injection, and reflect the proportionately 
lower signal levels that occurred when the injected-noise level 
was raised above the wanted-signal level at the input. As be-
fore, the array performance for all cases considered was en-
tirely satisfactory with the -20 dB injected-noise level. 

*Note: 

The surprisingly good results in Figure 3 for the 
quarter-scale conversion for -30 dB noise injection probably 
reflect the element of chance that exists in the process of 
determining null depth and exact position. It is at first 
glance tempting to attribute this result to the extra "contri-
bution to injected noise" from the more limited digital accu-
racy in the original covariance matrix. However, this contri-
bution was at least an order of magnitude below the -30 dB 
injected-noise level itself, and so could not have had much 
effect. It should also be noted that truncation errors at the 
14-bit level may well be masI5ed by computation errors. This is 
suggested by the observation (see Figure 2) that noise levels 
of the order of 2-14  of the input signal (-42 dB) do not pro-
duce a sufficiently well-conditioned matrix for inversion by 
the APB3024M. 
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6.0 CONCLUSION 

The effects of limited computation accuracy on the per-
formance of a small adaptive array system using a matrix inver-
sion algorithm have been examined. The system in question im-
plemented the matrix inversion in floating-point form in a 
APB3024M single-board array processor for which the digital ac-
curacy is 16 bits in the mantissa. A simulated signal environ-
ment was used to evaluate the adequacy of the implemented ma-
trix inversion process. This environment consisted of a wanted 
communications signal matched by an identical reference signal 
in the processor, a single jamming signal of various amplitudes 
and directions relative to the communications signal, and a 
variable background noise level, as seen by a set of four 
identical omnidirectional antennas spaced one-half wavelength 
apart in a linear array. 

A need is demonstrated for approximately -20 dB (relative 
to the total signal) of additional system noise, to be added to 
the covariance matrix prior to inversion, in order that the co-
variance matrix be sufficiently well-conditioned for accurate 
inversion. With this level of injected noise the adaptive ar-
ray system was found to perform adequately, for jamming signals 
of strength up to 30 db greater than that of the desired sign-
al. 
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